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Official Newsletter of Prefecture #24 of the Tripoli Rocketry ociation, Inc
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FebruarY Launeh
Due to very good weather con-

ditions, most launches were per-
fect. Some awesome launches
were flown. Several clustered
motor rockets had successful
launches. A few rockets were lost
out in the sagebrush but were later
recovered.

Many rockets utilizing the
AeroTech Copperhead ignitors
failed to ignite. Several of these
blew the 50 Amp fuses in the
launch systeml I provided custom
built Thermolite lgnitors and
matches sold to me by Delta V and
these rockets went off with no
problem. One rocket took off at a

low angle and separated near the
ground. There was no damage to
the rocket but upon examination
we found that the Aerotech Mantis
launch pad had come apart at the
angle adjustment, not a good day
for Aerotech accessories.

I apologize to the members that
I can not name or give proper
credit for their participation. I think
we all had a very successful launch
and a lot of fun. l'm looking for-
ward to our next meeting at the
LDRS launch and the next club
meeting . At the next meeting I

will bring plans for a new launch
control system that I will build and
donate to our club.
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by Dale Miller

A beautiful day and launch. I

arrived, as usual, at sunrise and set
up my launch controller and pads.
The temperature was quite cold
about 38 degrees but warmed and
was quite pleasant after the sun
was up for a few hours. I took the
advise of several members and
choose a site several thousand feet
south of the radio controlled air-
plane area. This kept us well away
from the paratroops and I move
that we should consider relocating

r ur launches to this new area.
\\- The ultra-lite pilots were a minor

nuisance. I also move that we con-
tact them and provide information
as to our intended launch site and' 
schedule so they won't intently fly
over for a look see. Steve
Ainsworth provided a radio receiv-
er at launch control to monitor air-
craft transmission and I picked up
several transmissions that warned
us of over flights. ln the future we
should consider two way aircraft
communication.

Late in the day it was requested
that I write this report of our
launch. Being a relatively new
member I am not familiar with
most members names and club
procedures. I can report that 41

rockets were launched. These
ranged from small Estes with A
motors to several j motors.


